On July 5th, in accordance with FAI Sporting Code Section 5 4.10. (1 a. & b.), the IPC Bureau took an interim bureau decision to cancel the VFS event at the 22nd FAI World Cup of Formation Skydiving as only 2 NACs declared an intention to send a team. Since that time, two more NACs have confirmed they will send a team and the organiser has requested that we revise our position. Consequently 4 NACs will now be present at the event with a total of 7 teams (4 of which are from the host country).

Although the process was followed as per our rules and the competition duly cancelled, we have exceptionally agreed to reinstate VFS into the World Cup. It should be noted that some of the uncertainty was due to the difficulty in obtaining visas. SC5 4.10 will be reviewed at the next IPC Plenary.